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I examined the area in question "when at Eagle Lake 
two weeks ago. I could not find any erosion holes, while 
the debris and rubbi~ to b~ covered consisted essentially 
of beer and beverage con,tainers, food oartons, wrappers etc. 

All ofthes,e ,could be oleaned out in a tew hours work ,~ 
" , I, ; 
, ," I 

Covering suoh' trash 1s oer~G-nly not an answer, and 
provides absolutely no assurance that the same thing will ~~ 
happen allover agairtat the edge of the proposed 'fill. " ' 

.: " .. ~ . . '. ~ 

,Does Mr. Stubing then expect to build another orib 
and fill in mora of the L~ke - ad infinitum? ' 

The true , tact is that this debris is created by 
customers of the adjoinIng bar-room ' who use theexlsting 
parkirig lot. ' Likewis9~ , the ' true end 'purpose of the fill 
would be a larger parking lot, and more oars and more 
people would hardly reduce the trash build-up. 

The owner of this fao1li ty h~s made no effort to 
control the disposition of ~asto by provirting litter cans, 
or even by posting notices. I 

Another highly undesirable f~ature of this proposed 
fill would be that it would further reduce a fairly narrow 
water passage between the parking lot and an island, and 
would fill in shallow waters where reed growth provides 
spawning ground and shelter for newly hatched fish. 
The present parking lot, a fill mahe without proper 
authority, already encroaohes on tfe shall~J area. 

It should also be considered that this parking lot 
is entirely for t he ee~1t of patrons of the bar-room. 
It serves no need for the residentF of the lake, few of 
whom ever patronize the facility in question. 

The business 1 t enjoys 1s es
1

sentlally transient 
and unfortunately, too many such people are 1ndifferent 
to the beauty and oleanliness of an area in which they 
have no interest. The increasing pollution and 
unsightliness caused by throwing wlaste and trash into the 
water is meaningless to them. The rest of us fish out 
driftinf, cans etc eto from allover the lake. 

In contrast to the obvious draw-backs and increased 
danger of pollution and depredation which this fill would 
create, the project does not offc~ one single advantage or 
benefit to Eagle Lake, as such, or tonits residents. 




